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Abstract 

Internet of Things (IoT) based health care system provides an essential interface between tiny devices and 

customers, who require customary checking by remedial focus. The technological innovation is important to 

guarantee the data protection and security among customer and devices, though it is vulnerable by various 

security assaults. The cryptographic technique is a prominent method for data protection in a healthcare 

management system. Single cryptographic algorithm based solution suffered to provide efficient security as its 

high probability of attacks. So this paper proposes a hybrid cryptographic algorithm that secures the sensitive 

medicinal information in IoT health care system.  The proposed hybrid algorithm is dealing with various 

security attacks in a proficient way, and also increases its performance when compared to other cryptographic 

algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

IoT is involved in the growing occurrence of devices with distinctive identifiers and able to transfer data 

over the network automatically. IoT communication is established among devices to a device, vehicle to 

vehicle, smart energy grids, home automation, wearable computing devices, etc [1]. It is endeavoring anxiously 

in safeguarding devices and networks because each domain has its requirement and challenges. One among the 

beneficial technological revolution enables health care system in IoT framework. 

Recent day's people are moving with high intensity of workout that leads to low/high blood pressure, heart 
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attack, stroke, mental stress, etc.  It is imperative to search out a solution for these diseases in place through an 

IoT health care system. When the patient connected with an IoT health monitoring system, they get immediate 

action from hospital/staff through suggesting drugs or an ambulance to take care of them. Data about health 

care system is more sensitive, that it should be secured, because there is a probability of data corruptions and 

mislead by attackers [2]. 

The consequence absent of security in the health care system leads to permanent health, loss of the patient, 

they are unable to get immediate health care attention [3, 4]. The existing cryptographic algorithms are focused 

on ensuring security in particular infrastructure and safeguard the available services.  But the design and 

management of IoT framework are vulnerable due to the wide range of security threats and attacks [5, 6]. 

Those security issues and ever-changing attacks can't be managed by a single cryptographic algorithm [7] in 

spite of that, and the security system must empower and ensure that data will be traveling over trusted nodes. 

The better level of security achieved through the selection of cryptographic algorithm that depends on the 

devices connected in the IoT environment.  Therefore, this paper introduces a hybrid cryptographic algorithm 

to enhance security system, combines symmetric and asymmetric hybrid cryptographic algorithms to handle 

security issues efficiently. 

The rest of the paper organized as follows, Section II discusses various algorithms applied in IoT health care 

system to handle security issues. Section III represents the working procedure of end-to-end security system 

and also explains the structure of the proposed hybrid algorithm. Section IV  discuss the superiority of the 

proposed algorithm performance  analyses by experimental results. Section V explained the efficiency of the 

proposed hybrid algorithm against the various security attacks in IoT Environment. Section VI Concludes the 

proposed work. 

2. Related Work 

This section reviews the current IoT healthcare security issues at different levels. Besides, various techniques 

and cryptographic algorithms were used to improve the health data security in IoT. 

The secure IoT gateway architecture tries to provide solution to the domain of electronic healthcare system 

concern. It addresses the communication interoperability issues of aggregated sensor data which was solved 

using Public Key Cryptography(PKC) algorithm[8]. An article [9] describes the optimized Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography(ECC) implementation over the IoT heterogeneous network. An optimization achieved in scalar 

multiplication by recovering x co-ordinate representation of the Edwards curve. Besides, the key negotiation 

protocol demonstrates the usability of Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman(ECDH) implementation. 

The analysis of different arithmetic formulas applied in binary representation of generalized hessian curve. 

To measurement of time taken to compute arithmetic operations on the curve with small parameters, and it was 

concluding hessian curve requires less time computation, than other curves.  As a result, the generalization of 

the scalar multiplication improved performance in IoT security [10]. There is need to design light weight 

algorithm in securing data management in the IoT health care system. So the proposed bilinear Diffie Hellman 

algorithm computes light weight data encryption, key word trapdoor generation and data recovery with 

efficient computation and less communication cost [2]. 

Distinctive way management strategies were introduced in the paper [1, 11] for Tiny ECC implementation 

and analyzed framework based on a non-optimized ECDH. The proposed lightweight encryption algorithm for 

Secure IoT  handles 64-bit block cipher key to encrypt the data. In this algorithm, substantial security was 

obtained in the fifth round of the encryption process. It was implemented in hardware level low-cost 8-bit 

micro-controller compared with benchmark algorithms [12]. 

In 2016, implementation of RSA (Rivest- Shamir- Adleman) and ECDH algorithms in low power devices in 

IoT environment, and it concludes that ECDH is superior to the RSA regarding bandwidth required to transfer 

the data [6]. However, these single encryption procedures were failing to perform well for IOT network. In 

hybrid key technology was introduced for secure IOT which includes AES and ECC. It claimed that the hybrid 
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cipher algorithm has easy calculation and achieves faster key distribution and provide a high level of security. 

Hence, ECC takes more time to compute scalar multiplication than the hessian curve cryptography [13]. 

Since various cryptographic algorithms were proposed to provide security in IoT there is an issue need to 

address. From the review analysis, providing the high level of protection with low computational complexity is 

a key challenging issue in IoT environment. Therefore an efficient hybrid algorithm is proposed to provide 

more reliable security with less computational cost than a single cryptographic algorithm. 

3. Proposed Work 

Due to communication limitations of IOT device security issues is motivated to provide high level of 

security by  proposed algorithm and also  essential to reduce the computational complexity of security system. 

The efficient security protection achieves through the twisted Hessian Curve (HC) cryptography, Diffie 

Hellman (DH) algorithm and Advanced Encryption Standard 128 bit (AES) algorithms.  These algorithms are  

combined to form an efficient hybrid cryptographic system named as (AES_DH)HC. The two phases of the 

proposed hybrid algorithm working procedure of AES_HC and DH_HC explained in Fig 1.   

In the Proposed work, an (AES_DH)HC hybrid algorithm  implemented as symmetric and asymmetric 

cryptographic mechanism, and key generation process through by combining DH and HC follow by encryption 

of AES with HC. The selection of HC has efficient and less computation than ECC. Since known plaintext 

attack is one of the issues in AES, proposed work converts the plain text into (x,y) coordinates using HC and 

feed these coordinates as input to AES. 

Thus the key generation process of the prominent DH algorithm is powerful, computational complexity of 

the algorithm is exponential. Therefore, computational complexity of the DH key generation algorithm is 

reduced by DH combined with HC and named as DH_HC. The DH_HC algorithm generates the key at once, 

instead of processing at every round as in AES so, comparing the key generation of AES significantly reduced. 

The implementation of AES algorithm initialized as a round key process which accomplished with a private 

and public key obtained from DH_HC. Up to 9 rounds of AES, private key is used to process the cipher text, at 

the 10th round the public key is used to prepare the cipher text. Public and private key produced by combing 

DH_HC replaces the AES key process.  The issue noted in the symmetric AES,  key encrypted by one of the 

asymmetric algorithms like RSA, DSA, then encrypted key to send to the concerned party.  From this, viewed a 

symmetric key security hold by an asymmetric algorithm so, overcome this problem by introducing the 

asymmetric DH_HC algorithm, which manipulates its private key (pr) and public key (pu) on-demand basis.  

The DH_HC are structured as an AES rectangular array with four rows and number of columns for encryption 

and decryption process. 

The security measures of confidentiality and integrity are obtained by an AES_HC algorithm, and key 

exchange process is accomplished by DH_HC between Router and sensors, which  is overcome the 

disadvantage of HMAC based Key Derivation Function (HKDF) [14]. 

The twisted Hessian Curve in field K represented as an affine coordinate system:   

3 3: 1EH ax y dxy                                                                                                                                                (1) 

Where a=1, d is in K. the equation (1) derives the additive and doubling formula to compute the scalr 

multiplication of HC. 

Let p=(x1,y1) and q=(x2, y2) then compute r=p+q=(x3,y3) is given by the following equations. 
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Let p=(x,y), then 2p=(x1, y1) is given by the following equations. 
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The above mentioned additive and doubling formulas used to find points on the curve. Due to Discrete 

Logarithmic Problem(DLP) in HCC  which is very hard to break  by the attacks. 

The proposed hybrid algorithm (AES_DH)HC working procedure accomplished through  DH_HC algorithm , 

Embed message on the curve algorithm, and (AES_DH)HC algorithm. 

Algorithm 1: DH_HC  

Input: Equ(1),  Ri, Si, G, p, a and d 

Output: private key Pr and public key Pu 

 

 Random prime selection of kr & ks used to calculate the public key 

 Router R generates its Public key (PuR) and distribute to sensors S:  PuR=kr*G 

 Sensor  generates its Public key (PuS) and send to Router R:  PuS=ks*G 

 Router calculates its Private Key, PrR=kr*PuS 

 Sensors calculate their Private key, PrS=kr*PuR 

Algorithm 2: Embed message on the curve 

Input : Equ(1), p, a, d and message M 

Output : (x,y) point representation of  hessian curve 

 

 Derive the points from hessian curve by prime p 

 Convert the plaintext message into ASCII value  of m1,m2,m3….mn 

 Plot message on the curve  by Computing  hessian equation f(xm) 

 check Whether f(xm) is a  quadratic residue by Legendre symbol 

 If so, yn=sqrt(f(xm) mod p 

 Then m1,m2,m3….mn of xm and yn are embed message points 
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Fig.1. Structrure of Hybrid Algorithm (AES_DH)HC 

Algorithm 3: Process of the hybrid algorithm of (AES_DH)HC 

Input: (x,y) coordinates of the points 

Output: Encrypted cipher text of the message 

 

•   Phase I - data are considered in X, Y coordinates 

•    Phase II – Generation of Private and Public Keys from the DH_HC algorithm 

•    Phase III -AES_HC include the initial round public key to starting state array 

 Calculation of sub-byte, shift rows, mix columns up to ninth round using Private key: Pr 

 Performance of the tenth round accomplished by public key :Pu 

 Considers the final state array out as cipher text End to End security establishment by hybrid algorithm 

(AES_DH)HC 

 

The following statements are used to establish end to end security in IOT health care system by hybrid 

algorithm. 

End to End security establishment by hybrid algorithm (AES_DH)HC 

 

 Base Station (BS) initiates the on-demand routing for data collection 

 Router R generates public key pu using DH_HC and send to every sensors 

 Each sensor encrypts its message using AES _HC with pu, send it to its Cluster Head (CH) 

 CH aggregates the collected encrypted messages and send it to the Router R 

 Router R decrypts the message of CH and encrypts the clustered message before forwarded to BS 

 BS forward the encrypted message from R to sender 

 Finally PC decrypts the message by AES_HC 
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The hybrid algorithm is categorized into three phases, and every phase implemented in Matlab.  The 

prominent structure of AES algorithm implementation includes the process of the message as curve points, 

round key function, key generation, encryption and decryption.  In AES_HC, 10th round key process 

accomplished with the help of shared and public key of DH_HC algorithm, shared key is used to complete 1 to 

9 regular processes and 10th round completed by public key value follow by generating cipher text. In the 

proposed hybrid algorithm key is hard to break due to DLP in DH_HC, which intern increases its performance 

significantly. 

4. Experimental Analysis 

The strength of the proposed security algorithm evaluated through the effect of a cipher on the entropy, 

computational complexity, and resource utilization. Also, memory utilization, Average Data Rate, throughput 

and computational time can be observed by process of key generation, encryption, and decryption. 

A. Execution time 

The hybrid algorithm evaluated by the necessary parameters such as time taken to encrypt and decrypt the 

message as in given Table 1.which shows the minimum time to execute the hybrid algorithm(AES_DH)HC  so, 

it is proved that IOT environment requires a minimum amount of time to execute the proposed algorithm to 

offer noteworthy security. 

B. Memory usage 

The deployment of IoT takes a significant role in memory utilization. Therefore a crucial DH_HC generation 

algorithm is designed to generate an efficient key with the high level of security.  Hence the memory utilization 

of proposed algorithm is evaluated using block size and key size, which is tabulated in Table 1. shows that 

comparison analysis Time taken to execute algorithms 

Table 1. Comparison analysis Time Taken to execute algorithms 

Algorithm Block size ( KB) Key size Time ( ms) Ref paper 

AES 550 128 140 [15] [16,17] 

DH 2048 1024 682.6 [16,15] 

ECDH 512 160 63 [16,17] 

AES_HC 550 120 138 [13,17, 15,16] 

DH_HC 1024 160 58 [16,13, 17] 

 

The algorithm execution based on blocksize, keysize and time is represented in fig2. The hybrid algorithm 

shows that less time than other individual algorithm execution time. 
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Fig.2. Algorithms in different data size. 

The execution of (AES_DH)HC algorithm   is used to measure the  Average Data Rate (AVDR) by different 

data  sizes for  encryption and decryption of the patient data value. Calculation of AVDR is mentioned message 

and time for execution in KB / seconds in time  
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Where tb is represents the  total number of plain text, mi message in KB and ti  time in seconds. 

The performance of encryption algorithm measured through throughput, which measure speed of algorithm 

how much time of execution in time. 
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                                                                                                                         (7) 

Where Nb represents total plain text in KB measured, T is time to execute the encryption and decryption in 

seconds. The hybrid algorithm time taken for encryption and decryption is compared with [15]. The hybrid 

algorithm shows better performance through execution of different data size encryption and decryption.  

 

 

Fig.3. Encryption and decryption with different data size 
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Table 2. Tabulation of average data rate and throughput based different data size. 

Data size in KB (AES_DH) HC 

Encryption Decryption 

50 19.478 22.695 

80 70.932 79.84 

100 93.21 100.02 

600 139.672 1425.023 

Average data rate 1342.672 1453.0231 

Throughput 1.000842 2.05125 

 

The performance of the proposed hybrid algorithm is compared with current algorithms, concerning block 

size, key size and time taken to execute. From Table 1, it can be concluded that the time taken to execute 

AES_HC and DH_HC are minimum compared to AES and DH.  Table 2 shows that AVGR  and Tp calculations 

are minimized than individual algorithms. Hence, it is proved that the proposed hybrid algorithm achieves the 

better level of security. 

C. Security attacks 

Every algorithm is robust to the specific attack and security strength of these algorithms can be observed by 

the way to handle the attacks. The proficiency of the proposed hybrid algorithm is proved over attacks 

mentioned (AES_DH)HC in Table 3. 

Table 3. Algorithms handled attacks 

Attack / 

Algorithm 

Known plain 

text attack 
Related key 

ECC 

security  

attack 

DLP 

AES          X 
X 

DH X X      X   

ECDH X X     

DH_HC X       

AES_HC         

(AES_DH)HC         

1. Known plaintext attack 

The attack model of cryptanalysis can access the plain text and cipher text to reveal information about the 

secret key. Since, the message considered as (x, y) coordinates in an AES_HC algorithm, the known plaintext 

attack can't access plain text and cipher text easily. 

2. Related Keys 

An attack can perform a cipher operation using a related key or partially known keys by either symmetry key 

or slow diffusion with related keys. The design of the proposed hybrid algorithm is away from related key 

attacks and non-linear diffusion of cipher key due to DLP based key generation process. 
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3. Interpolation Attacks 

Let n be the polynomial coefficient and m be the block cipher. If n<= 2m, then an interpolation attack can 

exist. In the hessian curve, coordinates point (x, y) on the cipher text attack, fail to obtain the polynomial, 

which is irreversible. Therefore, 100% failure to the success of  interpolation attack. 

Efficient arithmetic operation of DLP implements the hybrid algorithm on the hessian curve instead of 

elliptic curves, hence the ECC security attack is away from the IoT security [18]. 

5. Conclusions 

IoT health care system holds sensitive medical data that need to be secured efficiently. It can be achieved by 

the proposed hybrid algorithm(AES_DH)HC that include the combination of AES_HC and DH_HC. To prove 

that  superiority of the proposed hybrid algorithm (AES_DH)HC, it compared with various security measures. 

The performance analysis shows that the proposed key generation algorithm reduced computation time which 

provides faster execution significantly. The execution measures through   average data rate and throughput 

effective way. It also proved that, the (AES_DH)HC away from known plaintext attack, related key attack, and 

DLP attacks. Hence, it claimed that the proposed hybrid algorithm is most suitable for the IOT health care 

system. 
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